Taxation and Today’s Digital Economy

By Annette Nellen

Annette Nellen examines the digital economy, with an emphasis on recent activities of the OECD, and addresses three aspects of today’s digital economy: (1) transacting business with virtual currencies, such as Bitcoin; (2) providing digital goods and services; and (3) transacting business enhanced by the Internet.

Introduction

The continual and rapid pace of the emergence of new technologies and business models entering the marketplace challenges tax rules that lawmakers and tax agencies cannot update or clarify quickly enough. Tax practitioners continually face challenges in both understanding the technology and how tax rules apply. And change, of course, continues.

Emerging in the 1990s with the rapid growth of Internet activities, particularly e-commerce, the “digital economy” continues to evolve with new applications and business models. For example, rather than buying goods online with a credit card, today you might buy them with a virtual currency. Today, your client might be engaged in a service business where she has never seen the hundreds of customers she serves, with everything handled online, possibly through a third-party broker using a sophisticated website.

This article begins with a brief overview of the digital economy, with an emphasis on recent activities of the OECD, an international organization working to address cross-border tax issues presented by today’s digital business models. This article then addresses three aspects of today’s digital economy with a brief background on the composition and operation of each, tax considerations and suggestions for dealing with open tax issues. The focus is on federal tax concerns, but some
state and international tax issues are also chronicled. In addition, new opportunities for tax compliance and administration are noted.

Exhibit A summarizes various digital business transactions, applicable tax rules and open issues. In addition, a due diligence checklist is provided in Exhibit B to assist in identifying and understanding possible digital activities of your clients and the tax relevance. This article focuses on the transaction and tax basics; many of these topics and subtopics could be addressed in more detail. Some topics could be addressed in a short article, while for others, a treatise would be needed to fully address the details of the technology and the international, federal, state and local tax rules that apply, as well as the open tax issues and how to address them.

### EXHIBIT A. DIGITAL ECONOMY TAX RULES AND CONSIDERATIONS*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Digital Economy Activity</th>
<th>Tax Rules and Considerations</th>
<th>Open Tax Issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transacting Business with Virtual Currencies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Mining virtual currency | • Income upon receipt (Notice 2014-21).  
• If in a trade or business, self-employment taxes owed.  
• Local business license tax may apply. | What exchange information should be used to measure the value and when during the day or week it should be measured? Should an average of daily rates be used? Should any expenses be capitalized? |
| Using virtual currency | • The virtual currency is treated as property (Notice 2014-21). Thus, need to calculate gain or loss and its character every time it is used. Recordkeeping is needed; software programs exist to help the user.  
• If gifted, did recipient obtain information on giver’s basis?  
• If donated to charity, follow rules for documentation and appraisal (if required).  
• If contractors or employees paid using a virtual currency, normal information reporting rules apply.  
• If merchant accepts virtual currency, normal sales tax rules likely apply.  
• If handle exchange of virtual currency into a sovereign currency, Form 1099-K (Code Sec. 6050W) may be required. | Exchange rate to use (see comment above).  
It may not be possible to know which lot of virtual currency was used making use of the required specific identification method impossible. Guidance needed from the IRS on whether another approach, such as FIFO, may be used.  
Character of the asset may not be clear where a business holds and regularly uses a virtual currency for revenue and expense purposes.  
Verify how state treats virtual currency used by merchants.  
For use outside of the United States, review VAT and sourcing rules. |
| Holding virtual currency | • Security is important as loss of the code due to a crashed hard drive or theft is unlikely to qualify as a personal theft loss.  
• Needs to be noted and considered in estate and gift tax planning. | IRS needs to provide guidance for when the asset must be reported on an FBAR or Form 8938. In the meantime, if any connection to a foreign entity, it may need to be reported. |
| Providing Digital Goods and Services | | |
| Sale of software via electronic means or any digital item | • Verify if a sale or license (Code Sec. 7701(e), Rev. Rul. 55-540 and case law, such as Grodt & McKay Realty, 77 TC 1221, Dec. 38,472 (1981)).  
• Determine if Code Sec. 199 applies (for example, special rule for software at Reg. § 1.199-3(i)(6)).  
• Determine if any expenses constitute research or experimental expenditures under Code Sec. 174 and if taxpayer qualifies for Code Sec. 41 research credit.  
• Determine where seller has sales tax and income tax nexus and how taxed under laws of those states.  
• For sales outside of the United States, may need to collect VAT. | State nexus and income sourcing rules may not be complete or clear regarding cloud computing transactions and digital assets. |
| Owning digital asset and using cloud services | • Determine proper tax treatment of owned digital assets (Code Secs. 167, 197, 263).  
• Review technology and its use to ensure that confidential data is not at risk; implement identify theft precautions. | Statutory change to Code Sec.197 or IRS guidance needed regarding treatment of an acquired domain name (URL). |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Digital Economy Activity</th>
<th>Tax Rules and Considerations</th>
<th>Open Tax Issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Selling goods online (e-commerce) | - Determine if seller is in a trade or business or if activity is a hobby (Code Secs. 162 and 183 and regulations).  
- Be familiar with IRS Audit Technique Guide for the Retail Industry, Chapter 3 on online sales, particularly part about potential tax issues.  
- Determine where seller has nexus. Note that if seller uses fulfillment services of another vendor, seller likely has inventory (physical presence) in the states where its inventory is located; client needs a system to track this and comply with sales tax laws.  
- If selling via drop shipment, review state sales tax law to determine which party is required to collect sales tax.  
- If engaged in affiliate marketing (ads on websites of others), may have nexus in states where affiliates are located.  
- If sales tax obligations in multiple states, consider finding a software tool to simplify compliance.  
- State nexus rules may not be clear or complete. Congress may expand sales tax nexus through Marketplace Fairness legislation (such as S. 698 (114th Cong)). | |
| Rent out real estate property via a website | - Determine what rules govern treatment of income and expenses (Code Sec. 280A(e), 469 or 162).  
- For short-term rental, determine if exclusion of Code Sec. 280A(g) applies.  
- Determine if income is investment income under Code Sec. 1411 (if landlord has income above the threshold amount).  
- Determine if transient occupancy tax, business license and other possible local taxes are owed. | Clarification needed under Code Sec. 6041 as to when a landlord is required to issue Form 1099 to service providers. |
| Providing services to clients found via a website | - Determine if service provider has been properly classified by payor (based on whether W-2 or Form 1099-MISC or Form 1099-K received).  
- If payor treats as contractor, determine if service provider is in a trade or business or hobby.  
- If client is improperly classified as a contractor, consider filing Form SS-8 with the IRS and Form 8919 with the 1040.  
- For shared driving activity, be familiar with IRS Audit Technique Guide for the cash intensive businesses, Chapter 17 on taxicabs. | Worker classification guidance is needed for workers who do not fit neatly within the employee or contractor categories or where it is not clear who the employer is (the web host or the service-recipient). |
| Crowdfunding | - Need to determine the reason funds were solicited. General rule is that the funds are income unless an exclusion applies or the funds are an equity investment.  
- Determine if sales or use tax applies such as because contributors were promised goods that are taxable. | |

* This exhibit lists some common “digital economy” transactions along with some of the applicable tax rules, compliance considerations and open issues for which guidance is needed.

The three aspects of the digital economy addressed are from the perspective of how clients engage in the digital economy. They are:
1. transacting business with virtual currencies, such as Bitcoin;
2. providing digital goods and services; and
3. transacting business enhanced by the Internet, such as finding customers, including working in the “sharing economy.”

The above categorization can involve some overlap. For example, virtual currencies are a digital good or service. However, a download of a game or music serves a different purpose or need than does obtaining virtual currency. Also, e-commerce can be the sale of digital goods or services. It can also be the sale of tangible goods online that can more easily reach a worldwide market with fewer costs than required in the bricks-and-mortar model.

**The Digital Economy**

The digital economy has existed for as long as we have had computer hardware and software. The growth of the Internet, starting in the 1990s, though, greatly expanded the elements and capabilities for a pervasive digital economy. Accelerating the historical picture to recent times, a review of the work of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) is helpful. The OECD, comprised of 34 countries, including the United States, works to identify and
address common problems and promote solutions. A high-profile recent problem under examination by the OECD is known as “BEPS” for “base erosion, profit shifting,” a problem exacerbated by the digital economy. As part of its study, in March 2014, the OECD released a discussion draft for public comment on tax challenges of the digital economy.

In this report, the OECD observes: “The digital economy is characterized by an unparalleled reliance on intangible assets, the massive use of data (notably personal data), the widespread adoption of multi-sided business models capturing value from externalities generated by free products, and the difficulty of determining the jurisdiction in which value creation occurs.” The report explains...
 aspects of the digital economy, including e-commerce, “app stores,” online advertising, “cloud-based processes,” the “Internet of Things” (multiple devices and people connected via the Internet), virtual currencies, advanced robotics, 3D printing and the “sharing economy.” These and other aspects stem from constant development of “information and communication technology” (ICT).

The report observes that new technologies often allow for new revenue models, such as advertising (e.g., ads on social media sites), selling data collected from websites and providing services online.

Some additional considerations for understanding the digital economy and its potential and issues include the following:

- It is viewed as key to economic growth. For example, S. Res. 110 (114th Cong) calls for the United States to “develop a strategy to incentivize the development of the Internet of Things in a way that maximizes the promise connected technologies hold to empower consumers, foster future economic growth, and improve our collective social well-being.”

- New business models generate new revenue sources, possibly replacing older models at some point. For example, merchants can better target advertising and obtain quick results on effectiveness through website ads. This advertising model, often referred to as affiliate marketing, generally involves the website owner placing the ad on their website. The owner is compensated when someone clicks on the ad. The compensation may be in the form of a fixed amount per click or a percentage of the sales should the “clicker” place an order.

- The digital economy generates more than tax issues. For example, the use of personal data assistants (PDAs) by employees challenges the meaning of a workweek under the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA), as the devices operate 24/7. Litigation over whether people earning money from “shared economy” activities, such as providing rides in their personal cars, are employees or contractors for labor law purposes, note that these workers don’t neatly fit either category. A March 2015 order of the U.S. District Court of Northern California directs the issue to a jury trial. The judge described the task of the jury as fitting a “square peg” into one of “two round holes.”

- Software programs that allow for decentralized transactions, verification and recordkeeping, such as used for Bitcoin (discussed later), challenge tax administration where no responsible party is in charge. Such systems may also provide opportunities for improved tax compliance and administration.

- Time and location are not always relevant in transacting business in that mobile devices and the Internet enable activities to be done anywhere, anytime. For tax purposes, this can affect sourcing of income, nexus or permanent establishment, compensation arrangements and even worker classification.

**Transacting Business with Virtual Currencies**

**What Is Virtual Currency?**

A virtual currency is one that is intangible (digital); it has no physical location or representation. It operates as a medium of exchange, usually throughout the world, yet is not backed by any government or entity. It is convertible into sovereign currency or goods (usually in the real world, but for some currencies, it might only be usable in a virtual world). It can also be described as a “peer-to-peer” system due to the role of a network for connecting users and verifying transactions. This currency relies on cryptography to verify transactions. Bitcoin, probably the most popular virtual currency, also uses the “Blockchain” as a perpetual, public ledger of all transactions, indicating dates and amounts (but not user names as they are not necessary for verification). The Blockchain serves to verify that the sender and recipient of Bitcoin are using a true bitcoin (digital code).

Bitcoin entered the economy in 2009. It was created by anonymous parties who developed the software and “Blockchain.” There is a finite amount of bitcoin to be released over the next 100+ years by “miners” using software and a good deal of computing power to solve equations. The process gets increasingly difficult over time. Thus, one way to obtain bitcoin is to mine it. It may also be obtained through a money exchanger or by selling goods or services to someone who pays you with bitcoin. Users typically hold the coin (the cryptography codes) in a “wallet.”

Other types of virtual or digital or crypto currencies include Litecoin, Primecoin and Dogecoin.

**Why Use Virtual Currency?**

Reasons for using a virtual currency include the following:

- It has lower transaction costs than credit cards.

- Vendors can avoid chargebacks when a credit card user tells the credit card company he or she did not receive the goods ordered. The credit card company then reverses the charge unless the vendor can prove delivery. Being a decentralized system, there is no
third party to resolve vendor and customer disputes.

- Less personal information needs to be transferred in comparison to use of checks or credit cards. This can afford anonymity (assuming goods are not physically delivered to the customer) and reduce the risk of identity theft or credit-card fraud.
- It is easier to use in the global marketplace, as it is a global currency. There is no need to convert one sovereign currency into that of another country’s currency.
- It can be used for micropayments.
- Some countries have unreliable banking systems or inflationary conditions.

Reasons for not using a digital currency include the risk of fluctuation in value, additional recordkeeping and uncertainty as to tax treatment (for some transactions).

Federal Tax Guidance

In March 2014, the IRS released Notice 2014-21 on the tax treatment of virtual currency. This guidance applies to such currency that is convertible to sovereign currency and acts as a medium of exchange. The notice provides 16 Q&As and seeks public input on other areas in need of guidance with respect to the tax treatment of virtual currency.

The key point made in Notice 2014-21 is in Q&A 1. The IRS states that virtual currency is treated as property (rather than foreign currency). This statement really answers most questions about virtual currency in that there is already a significant body of tax law on the treatment of property. Per the IRS: “General tax principles applicable to property transactions apply to transactions using virtual currency.” Additional Q&As deal with valuation, mining, use and information reporting.

Per Notice 2014-21, miners generate taxable income upon successfully mining a virtual currency. Gross income equals the fair market value of the currency at the date of receipt. This means that a miner is really providing a service, rather than producing property. Thus, the expenses of mining appear to be treated as current expenditures. If the miner is a dealer of virtual currencies though, the rules of Code Sec. 263A should be considered (additional guidance from the IRS would be helpful). If the miner’s activity rises to the level of being a trade or business, self-employment tax is owed (Q&A 9).

When virtual currency is exchanged for goods or services, a barter transaction occurs. This is the tax relevance of the IRS treating the currency as property.

Example. Amy purchased one X coin, a virtual currency, from an exchanger in 2012 for $90. In March 2015, she used the X coin to purchase goods valued at $140. Amy has a gain of $50 from this transaction. Assuming Amy held the X coin for investment (likely given the time period she held it), she has a long-term capital gain to report.

To determine the dollar value of a virtual currency transaction, an exchange rate determined per market supply and demand is used. The conversion tool should be used “in a reasonable manner that is consistently applied” (Q&A 5). There are several exchanges that can be found via a web search. Unless the IRS provides more guidance, it appears that the taxpayer can determine which one to use (provided it is based on supply and demand) and whether to use a daily average or a rate published at a certain time of the day (or other reasonable method).

A user of a virtual currency applies existing property tax rules to determine the character of any gain or loss, whether a loss is usable (that is, the virtual currency is not a personal use asset), and whether virtual currency held for business or investment purposes is like-kind to another virtual currency.

One significant topic omitted from Notice 2014-21 is whether virtual currency is considered a foreign asset for purposes of the Report of Foreign Bank and Financial Accounts (FBAR) and reporting foreign financial assets. In the meantime, existing tax rules should be considered.

State Tax Guidance

Several states have issued guidance on virtual currency for income and/or sales tax purposes. For example, New York will follow Notice 2014-21 for income tax purposes. For sales tax purposes, because virtual currency is intangible, it is not subject to sales tax in New York. Thus, in a barter exchange, the party that receives virtual currency is not subject to sales tax.

Providing Digital Goods and Services

Nature of the Transactions

Digital goods and services encompass a broad and growing list of items. Digital goods include software, games, books and other written documents, music and ringtones. Digital services include telecommunications, online gaming, virtual worlds and website hosting. The European Union directive on application of VAT to electronically supplied services, defines these digital services as including...
website supply and web hosting; provision of software, information and databases; supply of music, film, games and event broadcasts; and distance teaching.13

Cloud computing is the provision of digital services and perhaps digital goods as well. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), part of the U.S. Department of Commerce, defines cloud computing as “model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction. This cloud model is composed of five essential characteristics, three service models, and four deployment models.” The essential characteristics are: on-demand self-service, broad network access, pooled resources, rapid elasticity and measured service. Basically, cloud computing allows 24/7 access to data and electronic services, such as storage and access to software, that is not dependent on location. That is, the location of the computer servers does not affect the access. The providers might use servers in multiple locations with usage changing throughout the day based on demand, maintenance schedules and utility costs.

NIST describes the service models with the following acronyms that have become well-known (although not necessarily well understood outside of the computing field):
- Software as a Service (SaaS)—allows access to software without the need to transfer it to the user's computer.
- Platform as a Service (PaaS)—allows access to tools and information for creating software.
- Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)—allows access to hardware and software to help support data transfer and storage and other functions. IaaS has been described as similar to “outsourcing of IT functions.”14

The deployment models noted by NIST refer to those which have access to a particular “cloud” or network of servers and software. These models are private, community, public and hybrid.15

Federal Tax Considerations

Digital goods and services can raise some issues that predate the digital era. These include whether revenue generated is for services, sale of inventory or lease income. It also includes whether a Code Sec. 199 deduction is allowable to the cloud operator. For certain international transactions, Reg. §1.861-18 on classification of software transactions, along with federal tax rulings, may help provide some support and assistance for classifying cloud computing transactions16 and transfers of software and other digital assets for federal tax purposes. Reg. §1.861-18 provides guidance to classify software transactions as one of the following:
- Transfer of a copyright right
- Transfer of a copyrighted article
- Provision of services
- Provision of know-how

Development of software, including a website, game or virtual world, involves rules for R&D including Code Sec. 174 expensing and the special software development treatment provided in Rev. Proc. 2000-50, as well as whether the development costs qualify for the research credit.17

Inventory accounting issues can arise for a seller of software online. For example, if a copy of the software is made for each customer purchase and download, is that the sale of inventory or provision of a service? Accounting method rules under Code Secs. 446 and 471 come into play. Provision of software in the SaaS model should be the provision of a service as nothing is transferred to customers.

Some new issues arise with digital activity. For example, the law is not clear whether acquisition of a domain name (URL) is an acquired intangible asset under Code Sec. 197. This asset, nonexistent when Code Sec. 197 was enacted in 1993, does not fit within any category of Code Sec. 197, but does fall within the intent of this provision.

Also, estate planning and tax rules can come into play in new ways with digital assets. For example, what happens to one's digital assets at death? These assets can include blogs, social media accounts, cloud storage of photos and other documents, e-book and digital music libraries and more.18

State Tax Considerations

Most states do not impose sales tax on services and digital goods, or only tax certain digital goods, such as off-the-shelf software. In several states, sales tax applies to “tangible personal property” defined as “personal property which may be seen, weighed, measured, felt, or touched, or which is in any other manner perceptible to the senses.”19 Some states have added off-the-shelf software to the definition of tangible personal property, whether obtained via tangible media or digital download.20

As more goods move to digital form though, more states look to broaden their sales tax base to address its erosion. For example, Wisconsin changed its sales tax law effective October 1, 2009, to apply to the sale, use and storage of certain digital goods. FAQs from the Wisconsin Department of Revenue note that not all digital transfers are subject to sales tax. For example, purchase of blank legal forms in digital format is not subject to sales tax, but purchase of a digital book is.21
Most states have issued guidance on some aspect of sales tax and cloud computing. Generally, if a state does not tax services or intangibles, cloud computing transactions are not subject to sales tax because there is no transfer and no tangible property. Yet, some states tax information or data processing services or software no matter how acquired. The rules of each state must be reviewed to know whether sales tax applies to any cloud computing transaction.

Generally, digital assets, being intangible, will not create sales tax nexus in a state. In the Quill decision the U.S. Supreme Court held that a physical presence is required for sales tax nexus. However, a state might view licensed software as tangible property that is still owned by the licensor causing that party to have nexus in the state.

For state income tax purposes, the tax treatment of digital goods and services involves nexus, sourcing and apportionment rules. For nexus purposes, most states are moving towards some type of economic nexus standard when a taxpayer does more than sell tangible personal property (where P.L. 86-272 would provide guidance).

Generally, states have sourced sales of other than tangible property using costs of performance. However, states have been moving to market sourcing for services and intangibles. The rules of each state must be reviewed with careful attention paid to how market sourcing rules are described as they are not always consistent from state to state.

Proposals have been introduced in Congress, since at least 2010, to prohibit state and local governments from imposing multiple or discriminatory taxes on digital goods and services. As stated in H.R. 1643 and S. 851 (114th Cong), the purpose is to “promote neutrality, simplicity, and fairness in the taxation of digital goods and digital services.”

International Tax Considerations

At the international level, digital goods and services raise issues of permanent establishment, sourcing and application of value-added tax (VAT). Recent attention to this topic exists in the OECD BEPS project (noted earlier) and a change to the application of VAT to digital goods and services in the European Union, effective January 1, 2015.

Transacting Business Enhanced by the Internet

Beyond activity described in the prior section that can only take place via the Internet, the Internet also allows for improvements to many “old economy” business models. Most notable is e-commerce, which enables not only the sale of digital goods and services, but also tangible goods. It enables a provider of goods or services to easily cross borders to reach a wider customer base. It also enables service providers to serve customers without the need for an in-person meeting.

The Internet and web-based activity also makes it easy to start a business activity. This might involve a web-based storefront (perhaps even without ever having any bricks-and-mortar storefront) or it might involve an exchange service to find and connect providers of goods and services with interested customers. Examples include sellers using eBay and other auction sites. Web-based providers also offer tools for connecting tutors with pupils, house cleaners with home owners, among other possibilities. Examples also include “sharing economy” activities such as renting out your real property via Airbnb, HomeAway or similar company, or providing car rides using Lyft, Uber or similar provider to find passengers and arrange payment.

Web-based models also allow ease of connecting borrowers and lenders, start-ups and providers of capital (crowdfunding), and more.

The ease of using websites for finding customers or tenants, connecting parties interested in tutoring, housecleaning, rides and other services, increases the level of activity over what was feasible in the pre-Internet era when it was more costly and geographically restricted to engage in these activities. Thus, practitioners are likely to find that more clients, even those with full-time jobs, are engaged in e-commerce or some aspect of the sharing economy.

In further discussion of these activities, the party that creates the website for connecting parties who will engage in the desired transaction, such as rental of a room, is referred to as the web host.

Federal Tax Considerations

Often, the federal tax treatment of these Internet-enhanced business models is well-established, as these are not necessarily new transactions. For example, just because one finds a tenant for their vacation home via a web-based company doesn’t change the tax treatment. The property owner must determine whether the rental rules of Code Sec. 280A or 469 (or neither) apply. An individual transporting passengers must determine if he or she is in a trade or business in order to determine how (and whether) any expenses are deductible. If in a business, self-employment tax is owed.

Some “sharing economy” activities raise worker classification and information reporting questions. A variety of terms are used to describe service providers of the sharing economy. These include freelancers, gig workers, dependent contractors, crowd-sourced labor, and on-demand
workers and micro-entrepreneurs. All highlight lack of clarity as to the tax classification.

Typically, the web host requires an agreement (terms of service) signed by both third parties to specify various terms and understandings about the arrangement. This usually includes a statement that the party the web host makes payments to is not an employee. The web host may also describe the system as offering business opportunities for individuals to be their own boss or to be an entrepreneur. The gist of the agreement is that the web host is just the matchmaker that connects a service provider with someone seeking particular services (the “third parties”).

For example, Amazon’s Mechanical Turk operation is a web-based service that matches people and organizations in need of personal services that can be done remotely, with people interested and able to provide the services. The tasks might be completing a survey, writing a review of a website, or answering questions about a website or picture. The contract that both parties must agree to specifies that Amazon is not involved in the transactions between the third-party service providers and service seekers. It also notes that Amazon provides no screening and makes no recommendations; the third parties use the site at their own risk.

In contrast, some web hosts perform some initial screening of either party and may provide some instruction to the service providers, such as hours of work, attire and minimum work expectations. The web host may provide insurance coverage for any mishap. For some activities, a more detailed screening may be required of the provider, such as a background check if the service involves entering someone’s home or interacting with a child (tutoring or child care, for example). Despite any background check, the contract terms are still likely to indicate that the parties enter the arrangements and work at their risk and that there is no employer-employee relationship between the web host and the service provider (or recipient).

The operations where a web host matches service providers and service recipients raise new worker classification and reporting issues. Is the worker an employee of the web host? If the worker is an independent contractor, is the employer the service-recipient third party or the web host?

In a standard independent contractor situation, a service recipient hires the contractor (service provider), obtains his tax identification number and issues a Form 1099-MISC, Miscellaneous Income, if payments for the year total $600 or more. However, in the web host arrangement, typically the host collects the fee and transfers funds to the service provider (less the web host’s fee). Thus, it would seem that the web host should issue the information report.

Code Sec. 6041 requires that an information return be issued by persons engaged in a trade or business who in the course of that business make payments of $600 or more to another person for “rent, salaries, wages, premiums, annuities, compensations, remunerations, emoluments, or other fixed or determinable gains, profits, and income” (other than per certain specified rules). While the web host makes the payment, it might not be viewed as the one who obtained the service. That is, is the web host the service recipient (does it hire someone to provide services to clientele) or is it just a payment handler and matchmaker?

Some web hosts issue Form 1099-K, Payment Card and Third Party Network Transactions, rather than Form 1099-MISC for payments for which the web host served as matchmaker. This approach takes the position that under Code Sec. 6050W, the host is a “third-party settlement organization.” Such an organization issues Form 1099-K to a payee only if the payments for the year exceed $20,000 and the number of transactions exceed 200.

Due to the dollar threshold for Form 1099-K for a third-party settlement entity (over $20,000 of payments and over 200 transactions) and limited use of Form 1099-MISC by some web hosts, a good number of service providers (and the IRS) do not obtain an information report. This poses record-keeping problems for some providers and will contribute to the tax gap (for both income and self-employment taxes).

As the sharing economy and its service providers grow in number, these significant classification and reporting issues will need to be resolved by Congress and the IRS. Also, as software and web platforms become more sophisticated, it may be possible to make these arrangements via a decentralized system, such as exists for Bitcoin (i.e., there is no web host).

### State and Local Tax Considerations

Broadened business opportunities created by the Internet and web-based platforms and tools also generate several tax issues at the state and local levels. At the local level, some cities have made efforts to be sure any transient occupancy tax (TOT) is paid on short-term rentals on guest rooms (all defined per local law). Some cities, such as San Francisco, have made arrangements with the web host to remit any TOT. Landlords need to review the laws in their jurisdiction to determine if there is a TOT or any other tax or fee required by owners of short-term rentals.

Renters and freelancers must also determine if they are subject to any local business license tax or special fee.

Individuals generating revenues from rentals, provision of services, advertising or other sources must determine what state tax obligations exist. Generally, for services provided only from their state, the provider will be subject to state income tax only where they live.
Any funds generated from crowdfunding must also be evaluated to understand what the amounts are for. Documentation is needed to indicate whether the funds constitute equity contributions or revenues or both. Also, if contributors were promised a product, sales tax may apply. The Washington Department of Revenue has issued a set of FAQs on crowdfunding and tax consequences. It addresses tax registration requirements, when sales tax may be owed and more. The tax agency recommends that the “project creator” who obtains the funds from the “backers,” note on the website that pledged amounts include sales tax (if applicable). It also reminds the project creator that sales tax is owed on the gross amount without reduction for the fee that the “host” (operator of the website where backers submit the funds) charges.37

Due Diligence and Client Assistance

New Internet and web-based activities and the growing number of individuals involved in them for revenue generation, requires tax practitioners to review the standard questions they ask of clients for tax preparation and planning purposes. Once it is known that clients are involved in new types of transactions, it is important to gain an understanding of the technical aspects, business model (how revenue is generated, what parties are involved, etc.) and the tax rules.

Clients, particularly those new to being self-employed or operating a rental property, may need assistance with recordkeeping. Clients may also need financial assistance in understanding how to establish appropriate pricing of their products or services. Clients will also need to understand what types of taxes they are subject to and where. Those new to making estimated tax payments will also need guidance on how to make them, track them and budget for them.

Where tax rules are incomplete or unclear, whether at the federal or state level, consideration should be made of obtaining a ruling from the appropriate tax agency.

See Exhibit B for a list of questions to ask clients to learn or obtain information about their online activities that may have tax consequences.38

Tax Compliance and Administration Opportunities

The digital economy presents new business models and opportunities for many individuals and businesses. It also presents ideas and opportunities through advanced technology to improve tax compliance and administration. Arguably, tax compliance could be made as simple as ordering something online, paying bills online, and sending online greeting cards and invitations.

The Bitcoin Blockchain and software are one example of a sophisticated system that operates in a decentralized manner. There are already efforts underway to do more with this type of technology. For example, efforts are underway to use this type of technology for sovereign currencies. The system would allow for money transfers without the need for a bank or other third party.39

The Blockchain public-ledger approach might also serve as a secure repository for tax records. One example provided in a congressional hearing on virtual currency, noted that if all real estate ownership records were stored in such a repository, a title search would cost only a few cents and could be done quickly.40

Improved use of technology could also reduce identity theft. For example, just as is used for credit card and banking transactions, secure websites and personal identification numbers (PINs) could be used to access tax data.

The United States can work with states to develop more sophisticated tax administration and compliance systems that build on digital tools already in use for business activities. This technology also presents opportunities for economic growth. In launching a “FinTech—Innovate Finance” initiative in the United Kingdom in 2014, George Osborne, Chancellor of the Exchequer, stated: “Mobile banking apps, peer to peer lending, virtual currencies—technologies such as these are going to transform our lives, and create huge economic opportunities.”41

Looking Forward

The digital economy is really just another way to describe today’s everyday economy. While we have some business models that are purely digital, we also have digital elements in all business models today. It is not possible to avoid electronic communication, data storage, funds transfers, advertising and more.

The continuing rapid pace of advancement of technology and its business use presents exciting opportunities for entrepreneurs and their tax advisers. Keeping up to date with not only tax rules, but also technology, is crucial. Making use of the technology as appropriate in both your personal and professional life will help and perhaps create new savings in time and costs and present new business opportunities.

The digital economy will also continue to challenge tax rules that were mostly written for an economy where physical goods and location were key tax determinants. We will likely see lawmakers and tax agencies at all levels of government, issue new guidance. Such guidance needs to address reporting and use of virtual currencies, sourcing, nexus and worker classification. Hopefully this needed guidance can come close to keeping up with the rapid deployment of new technologies and business models.
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